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Status of this Memo

   This document is an Internet-Draft.  Internet Drafts are working doc-
   uments of the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), its Areas, and
   its Working Groups.  Note that other groups may also distribute work-
   ing documents as Internet Drafts.

   Internet Drafts are draft documents valid for a maximum of six
   months, and may be updated, replaced, or obsoleted by other documents
   at any time.  It is not appropriate to use Internet Drafts as refer-
   ence material, or to cite them other than as a ``working draft'' or
   ``work in progress.''

   To learn the current status of any Internet-Draft, please check the
   ``1id-abstracts.txt'' listing contained in the internet-drafts Shadow
   Directories on:

      ftp.is.co.za (Africa)
      nic.nordu.net (Northern Europe)
      ftp.nis.garr.it (Southern Europe)
      ftp.ietf.org (Eastern USA)
      ftp.isi.edu (Western USA)
      munnari.oz.au (Pacific Rim)

   Distribution of this memo is unlimited.

Copyright Notice

   Copyright (C) William Allen Simpson (1997-1998).  All Rights
   Reserved.

Abstract

   This document describes the Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) mode, used by
   a number of IP Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP) transforms.
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1.  Introduction

   The Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP) [RFC-1827x] provides confi-
   dentiality for IP datagrams by encrypting the payload data to be pro-
   tected.  This specification describes the ESP use of the Cipher Block
   Chaining (CBC) mode.

   CBC is used to mask patterns of identical blocks within the same
   datagram.  Together with an Initialization Vector (IV) that is dif-
   ferent for every datagram, identical plaintext payloads will each
   encrypt to different ciphertext payloads.  As an added benefit, when
   the cipher output is effectively random in appearance (a characteris-
   tic of a good cipher), masking the plaintext with previous ciphertext
   will strengthen the entropy of the next input to the cipher.

   CBC was first defined for DES in [FIPS-81], and generalized by
   [ISO-8732] and [ISO/IEC-10116].  For a technical exposition on CBC,
   see [MOV97].  For more explanation and implementation information for
   CBC, and a useful comparison with other modes of operation, see
   [Schneier95].

2.  Description
2.1.  Single Algorithm

                      P1             P2             Pi
                      |              |              |
               IV->->(X)    +>->->->(X)    +>->->->(X)
                      v     ^        v     ^        v
                   +-----+  ^     +-----+  ^     +-----+
                k->|  E  |  ^  k->|  E  |  ^  k->|  E  |
                   +-----+  ^     +-----+  ^     +-----+
                      |     ^        |     ^        |
                      +>->->+        +>->->+        +>->->
                      |              |              |
                      C1             C2             Ci

   For each datagram, an Initialization Vector (IV) is XOR'd with the
   first plaintext block (P1).  The keyed encryption function (Ek) gen-
   erates the ciphertext (C1) for the block.

   For successive blocks, the previous ciphertext block is XOR'd with
   the current plaintext (Pi).  The keyed encryption function (Ek) gen-
   erates the ciphertext (Ci) for that block.
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                      C1             C2             Ci
                      |              |              |
                      +>->->+        +>->->+        +>->->
                      v     v        v     v        v
                   +-----+  v     +-----+  v     +-----+
                k->|  D  |  v  k->|  D  |  v  k->|  D  |
                   +-----+  v     +-----+  v     +-----+
                      |     v        |     v        |
               IV->->(X)    +>->->->(X)    +>->->->(X)
                      |              |              |
                      P1             P2             Pi

   To decrypt, the order of the manipulations is reversed (as shown).

2.2.  Multiple Algorithms

                      P1             P2             Pi
                      |              |              |
               IV->->(X)    +>->->->(X)    +>->->->(X)
                      v     ^        v     ^        v
                   +-----+  ^     +-----+  ^     +-----+
               k1->|  A1 |  ^ k1->|  A1 |  ^ k1->|  A1 |
                   +-----+  ^     +-----+  ^     +-----+
                      |     ^        |     ^        |
                      v     ^        v     ^        v
                   +-----+  ^     +-----+  ^     +-----+
               k2->|  A2 |  ^ k2->|  A2 |  ^ k2->|  A2 |
                   +-----+  ^     +-----+  ^     +-----+
                      |     ^        |     ^        |
                      v     ^        v     ^        v
                   +-----+  ^     +-----+  ^     +-----+
               k3->|  A3 |  ^ k3->|  A3 |  ^ k3->|  A3 |
                   +-----+  ^     +-----+  ^     +-----+
                      |     ^        |     ^        |
                      +>->->+        +>->->+        +>->->
                      |              |              |
                      C1             C2             Ci

   When using multiple algorithms, the "outer" chaining technique is
   used.

   For each datagram, an Initialization Vector (IV) is XOR'd with the
   first plaintext block (P1).  The series of keyed algorithm functions
   (Ankn) generate the ciphertext (C1) for the block.  Each algorithm
   uses an independant key.

   For successive blocks, the previous ciphertext block is XOR'd with
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   the current plaintext (Pi).  The series of keyed algorithm functions
   (Ankn) generate the ciphertext (Ci) for that block.

   To decrypt, the order of the manipulations and keys is reversed (as
   shown earlier).

3.  Initialization Vector

   CBC requires an Initialization Vector (IV).  The IV conceals initial
   blocks that repeat in multiple datagrams.

   For ESP, each datagram generates its IV from material carried in the
   datagram.  This ensures that decryption of the received datagram can
   be performed, even when some datagrams are lost, duplicated, or re-
   ordered in transit.

   Security Notes:

      Each IV is intended to be unique over the lifetime of the ESP
      cipher session-key(s).  A counter is most commonly used to gener-
      ate the IV, providing an easy method to prevent repetition.

      However, cryptanalysis might be aided by the rare serendipitous
      occurrence when the counter repeatedly changes in exactly the same
      fashion as corresponding bit positions in the first block.  Design
      of specific IV generation techniques must take this into account.

      Ideally, the IV would be based on explicit fields carried in each
      datagram, but generated pseudo-randomly and protected from disclo-
      sure [VK83].  This completely protects the first block from unde-
      tectable modification.  One such method could use the same cipher
      and key(s) in Electronic CodeBook (ECB) mode, enciphering the ESP
      Security Parameters Index (SPI) concatenated with the ESP Sequence
      Number (SN), to generate a keyed hash for an IV.

      Incorporating the anti-replay ESP Sequence Number (SN) can provide
      both uniqueness and mutual protection between the first block and
      the ESP header.  Modification of the SN to avoid anti-replay mea-
      sures will also prevent correct decryption of the first block,
      which is most likely to contain datagram headers required for
      delivery.  Attempts to modify the IV to deliberately redirect
      transport headers will also likely be detected by the transport
      checksums.

      Alternatively, a pseudo-random number generator can be used to
      generate the IV.  Care should be taken that the periodicity of the
      number generator is long enough to prevent repetition during the
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      lifetime of the session-key(s).

      Historically, another pseudo-random number source has been the
      final ciphertext block of a previous datagram, extending CBC to an
      entire stream of data.  This is a common link-level configuration,
      but does not meet the IP requirement to function reliably with
      lost, duplicated, and re-ordered datagrams.  Also, this could be
      vulnerable to a datagram insertion attack similar to the splicing
      attack described later.

4.  Integrity

   CBC does not provide integrity for the datagram.  A single ciphertext
   bit change will affect the current block, and a single corresponding
   bit of the following block.  The remaining blocks will be unaffected,
   without any subsequent indication of the alteration.

   Blocks can be easily appended to the datagram.  When a different ses-
   sion-key was used to encrypt the appended blocks, the trailing blocks
   will be uninterpretable.  When the same session-key was applied, even
   though that session-key is unknown, only the first two appended
   blocks will be garbage, and the remainder will decrypt correctly.
   Either case could be detrimental to the intended operations.

   Therefore, depending upon the threat environment, when the ESP data
   is not otherwise verified (externally using AH or internally by the
   plaintext payload itself), it is recommended (but not required) that
   an Authenticator be provided.

   Security Notes:

      Historically, Cipher Block Chaining was designed for uni-
      directional streams of data.  When a block is damaged in transmis-
      sion, on decryption both it and the following block will be gar-
      bled, but all subsequent blocks will automatically be re-
      synchronized.

      The cut and paste splicing attack described by [Bellovin95,
      Bellovin96] exploits the self-synchronization of CBC.  If multiple
      users of a service have legitimate access to the same key, this
      feature can be used to insert or replay previously encrypted data
      of the other users, revealing their original plaintext.  The usual
      (ICMP, TCP, UDP) transport checksum can detect this attack, but on
      its own is not considered cryptographically strong.  In this situ-
      ation, user or connection oriented integrity checking is needed.
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5.  Collisions

   The "birthday paradox" probability of identical ciphertexts is
   squareroot(pi/2) * 2**(blocksize/2).  Additional 2**(blocksize/2+n)
   ciphertexts yield 2**(2**n) collisions.

   Each such collision reveals a linear relation between two (random)
   unknown plaintexts and two (random) known ciphertexts.  So, an
   observer learns that Pi = Pj + K for some i, j, and a known constant
   [Maurer91, Knudsen94].

   A datagram generally consists of several ciphertext blocks.  The num-
   ber of datagrams that can be safely exchanged under a single session-
   key is a function of the total size of the datagrams.  Ciphers using
   CBC need to refresh keys more frequently than might otherwise be
   expected.

   Security Notes:

      For a 64-bit block cipher, the basic collision rate is on the
      order of 48 GigaBytes.  While at first glance that might seem like
      a lot of data, a telephone conversation generates about 7,200
      bytes per second, or 26 GigaBytes per hour, not including neces-
      sary transport headers.  Thus, for this application, the key would
      require refreshment about once per hour to avoid linear cryptanal-
      ysis.

Security Considerations

   Specific security limitations are described as notes in the relevant
   sections.
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